MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN THE NODULAR GOITRE INDUCED BY THE LIGASURE HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENT GENERATOR
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Summary: Today, surgical dissection and tissue coagulation with both monopolar and bipolar coagulation as well as LigaSure high frequency current generator (HFCG) are the surgical modalities of choice in the treatment of thyroid pathology. However, the question of the high frequency current effect on the morphofunctional condition of the post-hemithyroidectomic parenchyma is still disputable.

The goal of the research is a thorough histological analysis of the surgically removed thyroid tissue specimen. The nodular goitre of 50 patients was subject to the histological study. The surgery was performed with the LigaSure HFCG. The 1.0x0.5 thyroid tissue specimens were excised from three areas. Hemithyroidectomy lasted for 40-50 min and thyroidectomy – 120 ± 4.2 min. In both procedures, the blood loss was within 70-150 ml, no haemorrhage being observed in both intra-and postoperative period.

The zonal effect of high frequency current on the thyroid structure was determined morphologically, namely coagulation necrosis in the site of direct action, intensified secretory response of the thyroid tissue to the extremal factor in the perifocal area, and typical structure of the nodular goitre with the signs of impaired microcirculation in the remote area.

Morphologic changes of the thyroid gland, with high frequency current used as a dissector, are distance-dependent.
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Introduction

Nodular goitre is prevalent thyroid pathology, the morbidity being estimated today as 30-40 cases per 100,000 population. Of them, 70 per cent are diagnosed as benign and 10 per cent – as malignant (Witzel 2007, Chaudhary et al. 2006). Both conservative and surgical methods of the treatment are used, the postoperative complication rate ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 per cent (10-th World Congress of Endoscopic Surgery 2006, Sadler 2006). This is mostly due to imperfect haemostasis as well as the damage to adjacent organs, firstly the nerves. Wide application of the latest techniques provided notable decrease of both intra-and postoperative complication rate (Vassilios et al. 2005, Shen et al. 2005, Rosato et al. 2004). Today, surgical dissection and tissue coagulation with monopolar and bipolar coagulation as well as LigaSure high frequency current generator (HFCG) are the surgical modalities of choice (Andreas 2004, Foster 1978, Dionigi et al. 2006). However, these methods are not free from shortcomings, in particular with regard to the damaging effect on the surrounding tissues and homeostasis areas, thus conditioning the need of morphologic substantiation of their application in thyroid surgery. The effect of high frequency current on the morphofunctional condition of the post-hemithyroidectomic parenchyma is an open-ended question. Besides, the nature of pathologic process can be mostly determined on the basis of a thorough histological study of the dissected tissue, and it should be taken into account that high frequency current can alter its manifestations. The above-mentioned unclear morphologic aspects of the high frequency current coagulative effect on the thyroid necessitated this study.
Materials and methods of investigation

Surgically excised thyroid or its lobe was used for the morphological analysis. The surgical intervention was performed on 50 patients (their mean age being 45 years) with the nodular goitre under general anaesthesia and artificial pulmonary ventilation with myorelaxants, by using LigaSure HFCG. The thyroid tissue was fixed in 10% neutral formalin solution and then studied both macro-and microscopically in accordance with the Agreement on theoretical and practical co-operation between the State Higher Education Institution “I.Y. Horbachevsky Ternopil State Medical University” and Ternopil regional pathologicoanatomic bureau. The 1.0x0.5 thyroid tissue specimens were excised from three areas: first – at the site of high frequency current application; second – in the perifocal area, 0.5 cm from the electric coagulation site; third – 1.0-2.0 cm from the electric coagulation site. Dewaxed slices were stained with haematoxylin and eosin as well as with Hart and Malory fuxelin. Histological specimens were analyzed with the use of SEOSCAN and Lumam P-8 microscopes at various magnifications. To obtain documentary photographs, microscope images were taken to the computer monitor with the VISION Color CCD Camera and the Inter video WinDVR.

Results and discussion

Hemithyroidectomy procedure lasted for 40-50 min and thyroidectomy – 120 ± 4.2 min. In both procedures, the blood loss was within 70-150 ml, no haemorrhage being observed in both intra-and postoperative period.

Histological study revealed local coagulation necrosis at the site of LigaSure high frequency current application that was confirmed by folliculi outlines with unstained structures, soaked in patches with haemolytic erythrocytes (Fig.1). Both thyrocytes’ cytoplasm and intercellular tissue were eosinophilic, the nuclei poorly defined.

Despite the short-term effect of high frequency current, adaptive processes at the background of marked microcirculation disorders were found. Thyrocytes changes revealed themselves in necrotic and dystrophic processes in the form of cytoplasm swelling and clearing, nuclear pyknosis, desquamation of thyroid epithelium into folliculi lumen as well as impaired colloid eosinophilia and basophilia, together with increased number of microvesicles on the epithelium surface. (Fig.2)
These changes can be reasonably regarded as “emergency” response of the thyroid secretory function to the effect of high frequency current. The current action reveals itself in partial changing of thyrocyte folliculi nuclei, vascular myocytes and stroma. They become oblong-shaped and are intensively stained with haematoxylin.

Microcirculation disorders were non-specific and revealed themselves in differing degree of shock organ re-organization, namely stromal oedema, acute capillary plethora, diapedetic haemorrhages and colloidorrhagias. In most segmental arteries, the subendothelial interlayer is thickened owing to plasmatic impregnation and erythrodiaapedesis, the inner elastic membrane having the signs of breakdown and fragmentation. In addition to plethora, red thrombi and plasma coagulants are found in the vascular lumen. Changes of the nodular goitre chronic manifestations were detected in the areas remote from coagulation necrosis. The thyroid parenchyma is characterized by the clusters of large and small folliculi separated by the interlayers of connective tissue. The stroma enlargement is of diffuse type, occupying large area in patches with “immured” thick-walled vessels. (Fig.3).
In these vessels, endotheliocytes swelling and desquamation as well as dissection of myocytes with plasmorrhagia and perivascular haemorrhages occur. Thrombi appear in the lumen alongside with plethora. These changes are likely to be the manifestations of the bloodstream shock reaction to the stress effect of high frequency current.

In folliculi, both large and small, the colloid is basophilic. Resorption vacuoles are scanty. Thyrocytes differ in height, being high in small folliculi and flattened – in large that is indicative of their different functional activity.

Conclusions

1. The effect of high frequency current as a dissector on the course of morphologic changes in the gland is distance-dependent, the changes corresponding to structural shock characteristics.
2. When applied directly, high frequency current causes coagulation necrosis in the thyroid gland; in the perifocal area it results in intensified secretory response of the thyroid tissue to the extremal factor whereas in the remote area the typical structure of the nodular goitre with the signs of impaired microcirculation is evident.
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